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With School Zone Flash Cards, 1 to 100 is not such a long way. To your little one, counting all that

way seems like such a long journey. You can help make it fun and educational at the same time by

introducing numbers in a number of different ways. These flash cards also help your child

understand the difference between even and odd numbers. Work with counting cards to help your

child develop the skill of counting by 2s, by 5s, and by 10s. The journey to 100 isn't all that far when

there are so many fun ways to learn how to get there!Perfect for home or school! Ages 4 and up.
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This pack includes 50 cards, with 1-50 on one side and 51-100 on the other. There are also extra

cards with odd and even numbers listed, as well as cards with numbers counting in 2s, 5s, and 10s

(ex: 5, 10, 15, 20). The visuals make it a lot easier to explain counting in the various ways.My main

reason for getting this pack was to help my son remember his numbers up to 100. It's easy for him

to count to 31 because he has seen those numbers on the calendars around our house, but we

don't use the bigger numbers very often. I thought if he learned to count up to 100, it would make it

easier for him to count change, when learning about money.I love the School Zone flashcards. We

also have Picture Words Flash Cards and Beginning Sight Words Flash Cards. The flash cards are

usually part of 's 4-for-3 promotional sale.



These cards a good quality, and do provide numbers up to 100. I like the fact that they are printed

with coordinated colors for the numbers 1 to 50 -- the numbers ending in 1 are all the same color

border, etc. However I was disappointed that there are only 50 cards; numbers 51-100 are on the

flip sides. That doesn't make it easy to teach counting by tens or to compare numbers. Also, 51 to

100 are all bordered with red, so grouping isn't as easy, and the red side is not laminated. Truthfully,

I use my flashcards I bought at the dollar store instead.

We wanted to teach our little 3 year old numbers from 1-100 as she already knew numbers from

1-20.We were searching  , there were so many options but we were not getting a suitable one.

Finally we got this Numbers 1-100 flash cards. Came in a nice red box with total 50 flash cards.1)

The cards have 1-50 printed on one side and 51-100 printed on the reverse sides.bonus cards :1)

cards with odd numbers like 1,3, 5 etc2) cards with even numbers like 2,4,6 etc3) cards with count

by twos like 2,4 etc4) cards with count by fives like 5, 10 etc5) cards with count by Tens like 10,20

etc.In cards with count by 2s , 5s , 10s the numbers from 1-100 are printed in each and the relevant

numbers are made bold, like in count by twos numbers 2,4,6 etc are marked in bold.There is a

Game card where the card game rules are explained.The Parent card explains how a parent should

deal with the flash cards to tach the child numbers from 1-100.Within 2 days my baby learnt

counting numbers from 1-100. We have kept the bonus cards for later use.We just got what we

were searching for teaching our child learn numbers from 1-100 and we love the flash cards.Our

only concern is that if the numbers 1-100 were printed separately on each individual cards it would

have been better and easier as we did not have to turn the cards of 1-50 to teach the child the rest

half numbers from 51-100. But looking at the price of the flash cards we have no complaints.Very

smart way to teach a toddler 1-100.

The flash cards work well for my students! The only drawback is that there are 50 cards, so kids

can't put the numbers in order from 1-100, only 1-50 or 51-100.

For the money, they will do. They are pretty flimsy so I covered each card with a piece of tape. This

might have negated the fact that I spent money on tape instead of a thicker laminated card. I just

happen to have a ton of mailing tape on hand. If you did not protect them somehow, I canâ€™t

imagine your average child would not tear them up quickly. I donâ€™t like that numbers 1-50 are on

one side of the cards and numbers 51-100 are on the backside of the cards. For example, on the

backside of the â€œ1â€• card, there is a â€œ51â€•. On the backside on â€œ2â€• card, there is a



â€œ52â€•, and so on. Iâ€™d like the cards better if all of the cards had a number on one side and

blank on opposite side. It might even be nice to have a picture on the backside of the number on the

front, but I can see where that would not work after about 20. ????

Perfect my my autistic 5yr old son to practice his numbers with. No frill designs and very easy to

read, he has actually gotten better with his numbers because of these cards!!Pros:No frilly

designsEasy to readClear numbersColors aren't too brightCons:I wish I could find an easier was to

keep them all together!Overall:A wonderful purchase that I was happy to make.

I have a set of these cards that focus on the lower numbers. The set has the number on one side

and a counter on the next. Thinking these sets are similar, I purchased this set to teach counting

and tracking big numbers. I was greatly disappointed to find out that this was not the case. On the

glossy laminated side, it had numbers 1-50 and on the back side it had matte numbers 51-110. It

was just plain average numbers. I could have made them myself.I was not not only disappointed

that this set only contained numbers, but I was also greatly disappointed that this set was laminated

on one side. Basically from a colds perspective, one side was attractive and shiny while the other

side was dull and matte.This is not a set I am happy with. It serves a small purpose that will not last

long and the quality is way less then perfect. I would get this if your little one has trouble recognizing

numbers or you want to quiz them on it. If you are looking for a very short skilled deck of cards, this

might be worth your time. In most other cases this is not really worth it.
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